Miss Lucille Branscomb Gets State Brewer Aviation Award

The 1954 State Brewer Aviation Trophy has been awarded to Miss Lucille Branscomb, director of aviation at Jacksonville State College, for her leadership in aviation education. The inscription on the trophy reads: "Awarded in recognition of unsalting service for the advancement of youth education in the State of Alabama."

The winner of this honor, the highest aviation award in the State of Alabama, is selected by the State Department of Education, as well as high school assemblies of faculty and students, outlining the needs and advantages of aviation programs in the Alabama schools at all levels of education, and seeking the assistance of these school officials to realize her goal of " aviation education for all."

Miss Branscomb has also written articles for a number of periodicals, representative comments of the State Department of Education, as well as high school assemblies of faculty and students, outlining the needs and advantages of aviation programs in the Alabama schools at all levels of education, and seeking the assistance of these school officials to realize her goal of " aviation education for all."

The team attended the National Aviation Education Workshop at the University of Colorado in 1952. The team also attended the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Coaches and Coaches Communicators' symposium in 1953.

Addition Opened For Use Of Elementary Laboratory School

The teachers and pupils who moved into the new addition of the Elementary Laboratory School this month are really "pitching in" to see if it is real or a dream. The building is a "dream" all right but it is real and represents the newest and most modern design and utility.

It is not only a dream come true for the teachers and pupils, but also for college students who are seeing their first time in the elementary school. The atmosphere is that of an elementary school, with the most pleasant surroundings with the most modern equipment that furnishes a quiet, pleasant place to work. The teachers and pupils are all very happy with the new addition.

Former JSC Basketball Stars Gather Here For First Reunion

"Old Grad's Day" was a huge success on the campus of Jacksonville State College. Saturday, Jan. 23, former basketball lettermen converged on their alma mater, some thirty-five strong. This was the beginning of an annual event of basketball's "Old Grad's Day."

Beginning at 3:30 Saturday afternoon, Tom Echols, basketball coach, introduced the principal speaker, Coach W. W. Strope, who was presented to the guests. Former basketball star and chairman of the basketball board, Dr. W. H. Cole, made a brief talk on the progress of the college in the last two decades, pointing out the new buildings and the increased enrollment.

Coach "Steve" Speaks

On Sunday Jan. 18 the men of Pannell Hall were hosts to a very delightful tea in which one of the most beautiful silver collections in the South was displayed. Mr. Charles M. Cary is the proud owner of this unusual, handsome collection, which is proclaimed by many people as the most beautiful to be found.

Mr. Cary's toast and other pieces are genuine old English Sheffield silver, hand-carved, and each piece has the stamp of the silversmith. If one can read the chart he can tell in what year the piece was made and what reign. Accordingly to best information Mr. Cary could find, the tray to the tea set was made about 1780 and the other pieces of the set a little later.

The candelabra is of unusual design, in that each holder holds one candle. The tray to the punch-bowl has a coat of arms and Miss Rieger, of the art department, suggested that a copy of it be sent to the Congressional Library and looked upon, believing the tray might have once belonged to royalty.

Of all.

Guests at Supper

After the intros of the "Old Grads" had a general get-together, and later, a very sumptuous dinner at the college cafeteria. That night the visitors were very happy with some of the finest baskets games ever seen in a college cafeteria. The scene pulsed with great enthusiasm. A favorite subject of the college was the men of Pannell Hall. After the basketball game, the alumni members introduced the principal speaker, Coach "Steve" Speaks.

The program included some of the most popular and best-loved works in orchestral literature, and went off without a hitch. The Emmott Overture by Brahms, The Unfinished Symphony by Schubert, The First L. Ardonsi Санкт by Bizet and Victor Herbert's Concerto Favori.
Miss Brandson has also written articles for a number of periodicals to advance the cause of aviation education, not only for students, but for teacher training in aviation.

She attended the National Aviation Education Workshop at the University of Colorado in 1952, and was invited back in 1953 and again for 1954 as a member of the Workshop Faculty.

After receiving her AB degree in Liberal Arts and Teachers Education from Hastings College, Lincoln, Nebraska, and additional training at the University of Alabama and the University of Colorado, she received her Master's degree in Business Education from Colorado University where she also did work on her doctorate.

Aviation Student Wins Honors

Major Brandson's Civil Air Patrol Squadron has won many honors. Recently a Jacksonville Civil Air Patrol unit was visited by Captain F. L. Jackson, Director of the Civil Air Patrol for the International Air Cadet Exchange. The Jacksonville Civil Air Patrol Team won the American State Championship, Drill is only one of the many phases of training in the Civil Air Patrol's Aviation Education Training Program, which embraces all the facets of the "Air" game and its indefinable influence on life today, not only in America but all over the world.

The winners of this honor, the highest aviation award in the State of Alabama, are selected by the State Aviation Education Teachers Association, on behalf of Frank G. Brecher, who initiated the award in the state in 1934, to encourage students to achieve the highest over the state and nation, it is recognized as one of the three top awards in America, ranking with the national Wright and Collier Awards for advancement in aeronautical science and public service.

The state's award was presented to Miss Brandson at the annual "Tiger Day" luncheon of the Jacksonville Chamber Club, by the winner of the national award for 1953, Mr. R. J. Mclane, Director of the Institute of Aviation, University of Illinois. Last year she was chosen to attend the National Wright Memorial Dinner by Governor Alton B. Parker. Dr. Bryant receives his national award from President Eisenhower.

Last month Miss Brandson also received a national award in recognition of her work in the field of aviation education, to attend the celebration of the Golden Anniversary of Aviation.

She was selected as a member of the faculty of the National Aviation Education Committee, headed by Harold Hunt, Professor of Education at Harvard University, working with General Jimmy Doolittle, USAF, Director of the United States Army Air Force. The National Committee was made up by the leaders of all the national education organizations, aviation clubs, government, and military groups.

She was also invited to become a member of the National Council for Aviation Education.

First Woman to Receive Award

Miss Brandson has the honor of being the first woman to receive the award.

In the eleven years since its beginning, the Jacksonville Civil Air Patrol has taken on the air, and now on a higher plane, and has had its own, the highest award in the field of aviation education.

In addition to directing the aviation training of 1500 students since 1946 at the college and the Jacksonville and Amistad High Schools, which she initiated, she also held the rank of major in the Civil Air Patrol, and was a commanding officer at the Jacksonville and Amistad squadrons.

Leads in Promotion of Aviation

She is also spearheading a drive to promote aviation among all schools of the state, through integration with other subjects and through separate courses, and has spoken before civic and educational groups over the Birmingham Mercantile, Amite, and other cities—-Chambers of Commerce, Jackson Clubs, District Association of

"OLD GRADS' RETURN—Among former basketball players returning home for "Old Grad's Day" at Jacksonville are: left to right: Eddie Martin, "Rabbit" Curry, Omo; C. S. Smith, Amistad; Winford Lovorn, Woodland; Comer Bryant, Gadston; Mervin Clements, Jacksonville; Walter Bartlett, Wedowee; Emer- son Whiteside, Jacksonville; Jimmy Johnson, York Paine.

All right but it is fun and represents the newest and gloss modern design and utility. It is not only a dream some for college students who are ready to practice teaching in the elementary school. The experience of teaching in the most pleasant surroundings and the most modern equipment will furnish the inspiration in the years to come.

Weaver and, the head of the Freshman Frolic, was invited to the meeting of the faculty of education, built-in price for coats and boots: a closet with lock and key for the teacher, where there are smaller pupils that can be used individually or put together to be used as unit, and many other features.

Lunchroom Extended

With the moving of the school building forward, the student lunchroom will be extended, and one room will be made available for music classes. Only one basement room will be used as a classroom.

Placement Bureau

After attending meetings with visiting businessmen set for a social evening, teachers, officers, and members of the FELA Placement Bureau, recently organized (Continued on back page)
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Supporting The Honor System
By BOB HAN

An honor system here at Jacksonville would increase the value of a diploma possibly to equal that of the larger colleges over the nation. The school itself, with the added prestige of an honor system, would provide its students and to the people of the state of Alabama. It would enable K-4 to expand and make our junior shun cheating and defrauding the rights of others. These qualities will make them very much in demand when they begin their careers and look for various positions.

In order to start working on the honor system the individual student must take action to get it started. It would begin on a small scale at first, increasing its momentum as it begins rolling along. It should start in the initial classrooms and take roots there. If it proves successful then it would slowly begin to expand.

If the students at Jacksonville are interested in seeing this program installed, they should support it from every angle because it will take the support of practically all of the students to make it succeed. Let's be thinking about these facts and when the time comes make up our minds which way we believe and thus get action started one way or another.

Americanism For Teachers

(1) It is the responsibility of educators to transmit the cultural heritage of America to the younger generation as a basis for the continuing improvement of our society.

(2) It is essential therefore, that educators be loyal to the spirit of our American institutions. This loyalty must include acceptance of the principles that govern these institutions and to be accomplished by legal processes within the framework of the Constitution.

WESLEY FOUNDATION MEMBERS—Representing the Methodist Church on the campus are these students who are members of the Wesley Foundation. Left to right: (seated) Troy Griffin, Lineville; students who are members of the Wesley Foundation; Joyce Carter; Alan; Herbert Griffin, Birmingham; second row: Mary Louise Kile, Hesston; Kathy Calhoun, Retr'm; Dorothy Cole, Tratalta; Betty Cook, Alpine; Evelyn Adair, Goodwater; Betty Robbins, Rockford; Joyce Hames, Gadsden. Third row: Ronald Brooks, Gadsden; Ross Smith, Clanton; Danny Butram, Gadsden; Bill Powell at Alata; Bunny Moore, Atalla; Barbara Ann Self, Tarrant. Officers of the group are not shown.

Wesley Foundation Hears National Conference Report

Douglas Martin, Jo Ann Lewis, and Herbert Griffin, the delegates to the National Methodist Student Conference held at the University of Kansas, share some of the highlights of their experiences with the group at Wesley Foundation, January 7.

The Conference was held during the Christmas holidays, beginning December 29 and concluding through January 2. There were 2500 students, 70 of whom were from Alabama, attending the conference representing 48 nations and territories.

The theme of the meeting was "Christian, Transformative Culture," as was explained by Douglas, the transforming process must begin within individuals and spread to homes, schools, communities, etc. Then, through missionaries it will spread to other cultures.

Jo Ann was very much impressed with the choir made up of 40 students who volunteered for this part of the program. The orchestra was also made up of students. A number of excellent speakers delivered talks on inspirational topics to the students at various times. Films and trams were also used to carry the theme.

The Lord's Supper on the last night of the conference was a very beautiful service. The offering was a collection for the United Methodist Relief Efforts.

The conference was well attended in the entire conference which will be in New Orleans.

The State Youth meeting is to be held in Auburn the week-end of February 19. Transportation will be provided. Further arrangements will be announced later.

Wesley Foundation Hears National Conference Report

The distinguished student and almost stream of events at the Conference is Omar Caleloli. During his four-year stay at Jackson State he was known simply as "Spotlight". His reputation was one of tremendous musical ability and his reputation of being a great friend and wonderful personality by everyone.

Omar is from White Plains, New York, a town not far from the city of New York. Although warm and friendly, Omar steers clear of school politics and avoids being associated with school politics; it is perhaps no paradox that he is one of the best liked students on the campus. Unassuming and cooperative, he has been a great help to those who have looked to him for guidance and to his friends.

He did a fine job as stage manager, and his name is one of the most prominent in the musical department of the school.
Americanism For Teachers

(1) It is the responsibility of educators to transmit the cultural heritage of America to the younger generation as a whole. 
(2) The curriculum must include a broad range of subjects, not just the traditional ones. 
(3) Teachers must be role models for their students. 

OFFICERS OF EDUCATION FRATERNITY—Chosen to head the JSC chapter of Kappa Tau, men’s honorary education fraternity, were left to right: Thomas Martin, reporter; Charles Shults, president; John Hyde, secretary; Billy Moore, vice-president; Vernon Thorne, sergeant-at-arms; Dr. Ernest Fields, faculty advisor. Members of this organization are selected on their promise as future leaders in education. The Jacksonville chapter maintains a scholarship fund at its annual meeting.

Advanced First Aid Given by Red Cross Instructor

Student at Jacksonville State College who has completed the first-aid and water safety courses for the American Red Cross in the Southeastern area, the course being offered through the Department of Physical Education and Health of Mrs. W. C. Calvert, head of the branch. Students will be able to issue Red Cross certificates upon completion of the course.

American Red Cross’s safety service program has served in the Pennachio, Fla., Volunteer Life Guard Corps and has charge of a national Swimming Pool during two years in the Navy; taught swimming at the Naval Training Center in Mobile, Ala., and has taught Red Cross national aquatic schools as both student and faculty member.

He joined the permanent staff in 1956 and has held this present assignment since April 1956. Formerly with the Red Cross Mrs. Calvert was assistant swimming coach at Riverside Military Academy, Gadsden, Ala., and served for four years as a swimming coach at the University of Florida, where she was president of physical education and psychology. Students enrolled in the class include: John D. Battey, Ohio State University; Ernest Winchester, Loudon, Tenn.; Glen Hollin, Pensacola, Fla.; and John Patterson, Tallahassee.

Evening Students Display Paintings

An art exhibit is now on display in the little auditorium of Grinnell College which is the work of art classes 151-153, which are taught by Mrs. Dean Edwards at the evening sessions. The exhibit is composed of paintings of former G. L.’s, and all are being shown by art in two or three exceptions. Their subjects are chosen to reflect the variety and interesting. Some have painted still life, some landscapes, animals, birds and figures.

Betty Whatley, one of the few women in the class, has done a sketch of a scene in Waverly which is very realistic; Mrs. Peter Ray, one of the more experienced, has two lovely paintings in similar style; Martin, Chocoloclo; Sara W. Mays, the woman who really deserves it.

Omar Calzolari, one of the few men to receive a reception for the photograph of the group.

FACULTY WIVES CLUB GIVES RECEPTION FOR NORTHEAST ALABAMA ORCHESTRA AFTER CONCERT

The Faculty Wives Club gave a reception after the Northeast Alabama Orchestra concert Jan. 12, in Grimes Hall following the concert in the Loomis Cafe Auditorium at Gadsden State Col lege. Members of the orchestra, faculty and staff were invited.

Mrs. L. F. Ingram, Mrs. Lawrence Miles and Mrs. Baskin Wright greeted the guests in the hall where Mrs. J. T. Wilson introduced them to the receiving line in which stood Dr. and Mrs. Houston Cole; Walter A. Mason, head of the division of fine arts, and Mrs. Mason; Mr. Robert B. Barron, conductor of the orchestra, and Mrs. Barron.

Omar Calzolari directed the guests to the lounges where they were greeted by Mrs. W. J. Calvert and Miss Claire Barnes. Mrs. J. A. Smoak and Mrs. Eugene Donaldson greeted some of the guests and Mrs. J. H. Jones, Mrs. John Finley and Mrs. Opal Lovett assisted in serving. Mrs. L. T. Wilson and Mrs. James Haywood assisted with amplifiers.

Omar Calzolari

Teacher-Training Facilities

Recent months have seen a noticeable improvement in the teacher-training facilities on the Jacksonville campus. Practice teachers have better facilities than they have ever had before.

Practice teachers in elementary education are enjoying the recent eight-classroom addition to Riley Hall which is under construction.

Home economics majors are doing their practice teaching in the new home economics building which is under construction. The building contains a home economics classroom, a home economics laboratory, a home economics laboratory, a home economics laboratory, and a home economics laboratory.

Although school building is now several years old, the school buildings are still in use and a great many students have been graduated from them. In fact, the school building is one of the most adequate in the state, and students should be proud of the advantages they now enjoy in the broad program of education which is offered here.

Although warm and friendly, the school is also a place of discipline and order. The students are expected to maintain a high standard of conduct.

The most important factor in any education program is the teacher. The Jacksonville State Teachers College faculty is made up of experienced educators who are dedicated to the highest standards of teaching.
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Handicap Is Overcome By Former JSC Basketball Star

Hamons Rains of Dutton, former star basketball player and physical ed major at Jacksonville State College, is back on his feet again after a bout with TB which left him almost totally dead. He has overcome not only the tuberculosis but has adjusted himself to his handicap of deafness which is a story of indomitable courage and perseverance.

In 1949 "Ham" was told by the doctors that he had an advanced case of TB. This condition was the result of many months as a prisoner of war in Germany during World War II.

He entered Kennedy Veterans Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., for treatment and for three years was a patient there. During his illness he took full advantage of the rehabilitation center, studied typing, bookkeeping and other subjects he could master. But because of the strong drugs which were given him, he lost 60 to 65 per cent of his hearing and was being dismissed from the hospital was almost totally deaf.

Realizing that he must adjust himself to this handicap, he entered the Alabama School for the Deaf at Talladega for a course in lip reading. His wife secured a position to teach as a supervisor in the blind school at the same place.

Learning of "Ham's" skill as a basketball player, Dr. J. E. Brays, president of the school, employed him as coach of the "B" team and to assist in the physical education department. He plans to re-enter school at Jacksonville next semester to complete work for a degree this summer, and next fall will go back to Talladega to teach and coach.

With the assistance of a hearing aid and special help, he will be able to finish up his work for a degree and thus become self-supporting. Not only that, but he and his wife and two children are pleasantly located on the campus of the school; they attend church in Talladega, and the future which appeared very dark to "Ham" Rains a few years ago now seems promising.

Policy of Open Stacks Adopted at Library

A new policy has begun in the college library. The future students will be permitted free access to the stacks and the call slips will no longer be used. Students will be asked to place their signatures on the call in the back of the books they carry out, and at registration week will sign his name and address on a library card which will be kept on file.

Many colleges observe this policy in their libraries and after some deliberation, it was decided to put it into effect in the Jacksonville library.

How the Stars Got Started...

Eddie Sauter and Bill Finegan, leaders of America's most excitingly different dance band, met in 1939 as struggling young arrangers. Ed had studied trumpet and drum at college, worked up to arranging for "name" bands; Bill had studied in Paris, won a spot with Tommy Dorsey. After 13 years of pooling new ideas, they formed their own band. It clicked!

ENGLISH CLASSES CONDUCT DISCUSSION ON "CHRISTMAS"

In preparation for the holiday season, Mrs. Ralph Lindley's English classes conducted interesting lunch room discussions on the subject: "Have We Weakened the True Meaning of Christmas?"

Those taking part in the discussions were: Lamar Dickson, Lonzo Boyd, Ann Atkinson, Thomas Triplett, Maude Atkinson, Mrs. Jackson, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Moore.

FOR MILDNESS AND FLAVOR

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF! Smoke only CAMELS for 30 days and find out why CAMELS are first in mildness, flavor and popularity! See how much your pleasure a cigarette can give you...
The theme of the evening was "The Wheel of the Future." Homer Graves told the audience that he "was very excited to be here." The meeting was conducted by the Student Government Association (SGA). Mrs. Ralph Lindsey's English class conducted an interesting panel discussion on the subject: "How We Weakened the True Meaning of Christmas.

Plaque Will Honor All SGA Presidents

A bronze plaque, which was purchased last year by the Student Government Association under the presidency of Homer Stephens, will be placed in the new SGA lounge. It will be located on the second floor near the lounge.

On this plaque are individual plaques which have the names of all SGA presidents in the past, and plates on which the name of future presidents will be placed. This covers a period of twenty-five years.

The students, particularly members of the Student Government Association, were very proud of the plaque and urged everyone to stop by and see it when it is ready.

The bottle of perfume Willie sent was highly dispersing to Millicent. Her thanks were so cold that they quarreled, I'm told. Over the silky scarf Willie sent Millicent.

Gamecock Drive-In

The Best In Food And Service

Sandwiches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sandwich</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barbecue Delux</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basket Burger</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With French Fried Potatoes and Onion Ring

Young's Service Station

Stop Day Or Night For The Best In Quality And Service

For Better Service Patronize

Young’s Service Station

One Mile South Of Jacksonville On Jacksonville - Anniston Highway
Dr. Richard Christopher, local dentist, was guest speaker for the Science Club at Jacksonville State College for the January meeting. He answered a number of questions asked by the students relating to dentistry.

In answer to the question, "What kind of toothpaste is most effective in preventing tooth decay?" Dr. Christopher told the students that "there is no dentifrice that has been shown to be more effective in the prevention of tooth decay than another." He also told them that chlorophyll is not beneficial in any way. He pointed out that advertising is shrewd and leads people to believe things that aren't true by implication. This does good, however, because it causes more people to brush their teeth and to be more concerned about them, he said.

Other controversial substances—fluorine in water, the effects of smoking and related subjects—were discussed.

Dr. Christopher told the students that four years of college and four years of dental school are required to become a dentist. A dental graduate will need $23,000 in training debts each year. He needs $5,359 an hour, with a work week of 44 to 49 hours.

This talk was one of a series given to the Science Club by Dr. Christopher during the January meeting.

Abercrombie News

By BOB HAND

From all the reports I hear, all the Abercrombies had a high Christmas. Cleve Irby made a survey of the Abercrombies, and found that they were all filled with the Christmas spirit. He also found that they were all filled with the Christmas spirit.

Christmas Day was a great success. Miss Mary Ann was a great success. She made a great success of the Christmas party. She made a great success of the Christmas party.

Our congratulations go to coaches Rayford Bowers and J. Scroggin Smith for their fine work in Pannell basketball. Boys let's stick with our team and support it.

In the last Abercrombie News I gave the information out that O. J. Payne might not be back next semester. As he was getting serious with a girl in Oxford, he was.

The boys of Pannell are all of the opinion that the love bug has bitten Ed Corin. We would also like to hear if he was really snowbound Monday. Questions of the Month: Is it true that Faby Gardiner is receiving fiv request pictures? Is it also true that Tom Slagle is taking baths in Mom's bathtub? Why is it people who are "cool cats" aren't called "cool cats" anymore? What is the problem with the "Socks-socky?" What does the future hold for Herb Griffith—"our trap"—in the Army? What is New England doing in the Forty-eight states? Don't "Red" Stubbs and Barbra Ann Self make a cute couple? What is "Vic" Lawson, so attracted by the opposite sex in Trussville, Birmingham, Chicago, etc., and so dang bashful in Jacksonville? Don't run, "Vic" every time a girl looks at you, stick around and see what happens. Why did Gerald Johnson's father sell his milk cows? Why does Ivan Smith always come running when the school bell rings? What are some of the things that call from Sue and Ann; also, what are some of the things that call from Francis Avenue? Memo to all Courthouses: this boy has been reported to sell his milk cows.

Charles White seems to be a modern Romeo and Valentine all in one. He keeps getting phone calls from Sue and Ann; also, he keeps getting phone calls from Francis Avenue. Memo to all the Courthouses: this boy has been reported to sell his milk cows.

Charles Wilson has come up with a new angle for catching rabbits. He runs them down with a dog, and then when they start climbing telephone poles, Charles...

The half of room 114 is already too near, this half belongs to Bob... The other half, belonging to Sue... I wonder how they look like the city dump. Why does Bob always wish to know what he can do to help his classmates... We are sorry to hear that Roy Dyer's father is ill. We hope that he will recover quickly, Roy.

An occasional breeze comes to a close we would like to know would everyone. The period of being lived life for a soft thing, can find it right under his hat.
Wish I had enough sense to have stayed at home and done my banking by mail.

It's EASY...it's SAFE...it's CONVENIENT TO BANK BY MAIL AT OUR BANK

Complete Banking Service For The Jacksonville Trade Area

The First National Bank
OF JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
YOUR ACCOUNT INSURED UP TO $10,000
Lowest Service Charge

---

On the evening of the Abercrombie news I gave the information out that O. J. Payne might not be back next semester as he was getting serious with a girl in Gadsden. Well, it was serious with her, in fact they had been married several months. Our congratulations and best wishes to O. J. and Rita.

Well Cody and Harper finally became Mr. and Mrs. Pot and I had the pleasure of attending the wedding. It was very nice, but a little sad. Everybody cried except Pot and me and we wouldn't have done it, but we didn't have a handkerchief.

Jack Trull has some admirers from town. What about this Gall and Betty?

---

Grierson, I hear you are doing better. What's the reason?

Buddy Davidson got a tailored suit for Christmas and it wasn't from Santa Claus. This going money must pay off.

O. B. Beasley is looking for a girl now that he has two new suits.

Ots Williamson invites everybody down to Club 217. It is believed that girls will be welcome also.

I hear that J. H. has put the skills on Frank Stewart.

Sergio Steed is looking for another girl, but for Sue Moore?

Well this is all, so long till next time and act in.

P. S. Give To The March Of Dimes.

---

First girl: "My boy friend is in Navy?"
Second girl: "Is he at war?"
First girl: "Oh, no. He is very intelligent."

---

Joe Dominic: "Too busy studying—I don't have time."
Mary Gaulin: "Marry because I compute.

Piggin Rolls: "I do when I can."

Ira Mac Curry: "I commute and don't stay up here much."

Don Henderson: "Honeychild, what can I do—Miss Brunswick's CAT, intramural sports, and bacteriology lab."

Vivian Carlson: "I commute from the Home Management House."

Mary Jane Clarkson: "Hect, I live with Vivian."

Robert F. Jones: "There aren't many activities to act in."

Bo Hardin: "I commute—too difficult to be active—I like the Musique and Wig."

Margaret Watson: "I do all I have time for."

Netta Carter: "I see Ponds—I'm engaged."

Florida Phillips: "I'm scared of the D. C. and W. F. W."

Speedy Thompson: "One is all I have time for at a time."

Wilson James: "What can I participate in and I'll be glad to do so."

Sandy Southernland: "What do you mean? If I could major in student activities I'd graduate Summa Cum Laude."

Billy Mills: "It don't help me to graduate."

Holm Thompson: "I feel that we should have more work-end activities in which to participate."

Tommy Trippeit: "I've been sick."

Robert Gunton: "I never let studies interfere with my social life."

Dobby Hawkins: "I'm too exhausted to find one."

Jimnie Moore: "I'm married!"

Don Chapman: "If there were 30 hours in a day I could participate."

James Tankersley: "I don't have the time."

Jerry Digress: "I spend too much time in the bowling alley."

Joyce Ruddy: "I don't have anybody in your do to it with."

---

SGA To Sponsor WUS Representative Soon

The Student Government Association has invited Miss Maureen Bennett, field secretary of the World University Service, to the Jacksonville campus on Wednesday, Feb. 10. She will speak in the little auditorium of Graves Hall at 11:30 a.m. on "The Importance of World University Service."

The World University Service is an organization that aids under-privileged students in colleges and universities around the world. It is made possible by donations from college students.

Jewettville has participated in this annual drive for a number of years.

---

Your hands on the Future!

When you grip the wheel of an Air Force jet, your hands are on a fast, high flying future that leads to the top in jet aviation.

---

Here's What You Do:
1. Take your high school diploma or certificate of graduation and a copy of your birth certificate to your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting Station. Fill out the application they give you.
2. If application is accepted, the Air Force will arrange for you to take a physical examination at government expense.
3. Next, you will be given a written and manual aptitude test.
4. If you pass your physical and other tests, you will be scheduled for an Aviation Cadet training class. The Selective Service Act allows you a four-month deferment while waiting class assignment.

WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILS:
Contact your nearest Aviation Cadet Selection Team, Air Force ROTC Unit or Air Force Recruiting Office. Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters, U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.
Gary Luttrell Winner In Legion Contest

Gary Luttrell, a senior at Jacksonville High School, and a pupil of Mrs. Mary Moss Goggans, has been notified that she is the winner in the district and area in an essay contest being conducted by the American Legion. Her essay will also be entered in the state contest with winners of the other two areas.

She will be awarded $25.00 this week at the high school assembly for the district prize, and $25.00 at a meeting of the Richard L. Waters Post of the American Legion for the area prize. If she wins the state prize, she will receive an additional $100.00.

The essay is published below:

"The People's Constitution—Ours To Defend"

"We the PEOPLE of the United States..." This is the beginning, the preamble to one of the greatest documents ever to be written. No one man receives the glory and praise for this masterpiece; however, for it is not the work of an individual. The Constitution of the United States was written by the people and for the people. The men who made up the Constitutional Convention were representatives; they were men of ability, experience, and foresight who met with a common purpose—to establish a free government for the people who had elected them.

The delegates who assembled in Philadelphia in 1787 were faced with a crucial problem. The former plans of government had failed. They realized that a plan should be formed which would work, not only for their generation, but for the generations to come. After grueling months of deliberation, a new type of government was born. President James Monroe said, "The people, the highest authority known to our system, from whom all our institutions spring and on whom they depend, formed it."

For over a century and a half, this powerful document has served to govern the people of the United States. The amendments made have been written with one purpose—to secure more rights and better conditions for the people.

The constitution is OURS! It is not just the mere words nor the paper they are written upon, but the democratic way of life which they represent.

Our homes, schools, churches, and lives are protected by our constitution. It is up to us, individually, to protect it at all times. We are the true representatives of the government which it represents.

Through all these years, our
Educators From The Field Speak To Education Classes

Dr. R. Coffee, director of the college news bureau, was interviewed and a tape recording of the discussion was made.

Later the class made a visit to the Jacksonville News' office and observed the mechanics of printing a newspaper. They were shown how printed material is used from the time it comes to the office as "copy" until it is delivered in the finished newspaper.

Members of the class who visited the News' office were: Imogene Craft, Jack Grim, Oxford; James V. Thorns, Navo; Max Jones, Ellis R. Johnson, Arab; Calvin Guza, Geraldine; Jack R. Lester, Dean Joffrano, Gadsden; Bobby M. Harris, J. P. Hagerty, Jr., Anniston; Denton Kennamer, Woodville; Paul E. Bloom, Florida Phillips Jackson- ville; Mary Louise Kile, Hueytown.

South Conference Chairman Pitts emphasized that the conference is not an organization set up to counterfeit any other organization. He stated: "The S.S.C. is entirely an affirmative organization. It stands upon its merits as being the most practical and useful organization for all Southern students." The January meet was not limited to member schools, but was open to all. Sending delegations did not obligate the institution to join the conference.

Outstanding on the agenda in January was the establishment of a constitution to implement the declaration of principles and purposes laid down at the May meeting. In summary, these principles include: (1) an exchange organization for ideas and help in student government problems, (2) retaining standards of student government, (3) encouragement of college attendance, (4) promotion of democratic government in the U.S., (5) impressing students with their rights and responsibilities to their schools, their communities, humanity, and God, (6) forums for discussion of problems relating to the member schools, without lobbying or overt political pressure of any kind.

The candidate profusely orated at the audience: "We want land reform. We want educational reform. We want..." A bored voice in the audience piped up: "Chloroform."
I have just returned from a thrilling cage contest, staged by the Jaxmen and Troy, in which Troy squeezed by 54-52. It was the kind of game that keeps spectators on edge and gives coaches ulcers. Troy took the opening lead but soon relinquished it to the Gamecocks and in the last minute of play a lay-up put the tilt on ice for the Red Wave. "Mouse" Waldrep displayed a fine array of shots that netted him a neat 26 points and high score for the game.

The student body, much to my surprise, turned out in multitudinous force and gave the home netmen some superior support. Sometimes I wonder if the support a team gets from its fans isn't the determining factor in whether it's a winner or not. For instance—about as many Jacksonville fans have done great in the promotion of games and games last fall as they did to Gamecock games—the result?—simple statistics.

Sharing the hardwood spotlight has been two crackajack guards, Floyd Mayes and Barto Wilson. Both men chalk up a scant 5'3" on the tape measure, but are monstrously on dribbling reckonings. Floyd presents a beautiful sight when he leaves the floor about the free throw line and flies toward the basket gently dropping the sphere through the hoop. Gravity seems to lose all force on him as he jumps, as he has continuously gotten the tip-off against fellows towering over six feet. On the other hand, Barto Wilson is one more fancy Dan when it comes to dribbling. Few men have succeeded in stealing the ball from him, and on several occasions enemy netmen have looked utterly stupefied by the tricky maneuvering of Wilson. Oh, yes, Barto is the only Jaxman fortunate enough to have a fan club and cheering section.

With the promise of a trophy to the organization that has the most points in intramural sports at the end of the year, a new life has sprung into the teams. The trophy, as I understand, is to be a revolving one, given to the winning team at the end of the year with its name engraved thereon. The last game between the Aces and Abercrombie ended in a forfeit, thus giving Abercrombie the win. There will be a lay-up put the tilt on ice for the Red Wave. "Mouse" Waldrep, guarded by a touring 6'6" giant who made his famous opponent to 21. The Georgians have beaten such power houses as Georgia Tech and the University of Florida in their year of Georgia. The Jax boosters made a good showing against the Georgians, who play basketball the year round.

Recent Games Reviewed

**Jax-Chattanooga**

The Gamecock cagers played a series of games on a three-day road trip, beginning with the University of Chattanooga on Jan. 14. Jax took a first-quarter lead on the Moccasins but relinquished it by the half and the Mocs walloping 70-56. The Jaxmen were without the services of their star, "Mouse" Waldrep. High scores were Barto Wilson with 19 and Larry Owalt with 12.

**Jax-Troy**

Taking a first-quarter lead over Troy's Red Wave 13-11 and not allowing them to pull a repeat with the Jaxmen sailed through without some nice floor play and deadly shots. Aided by the comeback of "Mouse" Waldrep, who was still helping as the result of a leg injury, but racked up a total of 18 points, the quintet was able to break out of the
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YWA CIRCLES PLAN FOR KOREAN ASSISTANCE

At a meeting of both YWA circles in the BSU room, plans were made for a Korean clothing drive. Evelyn Barber, Shirley Dunn and Mary Sue Ross were appointed to place boxes in the dormitories for this purpose.

Plans were also made to assist the Summer Mission Drive. Ines Morrison, Wanda Robinson, and Miriam Minor were appointed to make the banks.

Circle No. 1 presented the program for Circle No. 2 and three numbers were presented by the participants. 

CIRCLES 3. Those who participated were: Jane Sims, Evelyn Barber, Helen Pittard, Joy McNew and Wanda Robinson.

CIRCLES 4. Misses Mather, Misses Grafton and Misses Fong. 

BARBARA MOODY (That's Annie) Moore, Joanne B. Moore, Patricia Wilson, James E. W. Simpson.

BUSINESS MEN (Continued from front page)

by the students who assisted in planning the program for Jacksonville business students as graduates. Plans for the operation of the bureau were drawn up by Misses Ann and May, Misses Ann and May, Misses Ann and May, Misses Ann and May.

Officers of the Future Business Men of America are: Herbert Griffin, chairman, president; Helen Thompson, Atta, first vice-president; May McNew, second vice-president; Katie Robinson, secretary; and Misses Ann and May, Misses Ann and May, Misses Ann and May, Misses Ann and May.

True happiness consists in the multitude of friends, but in the worth and choice...Ben Johnson.